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CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → Computing education; • Ap-
plied computing→ Interactive learning environments; • Informa-
tion systems→ Crowdsourcing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, learnersourcing has been used, for example, for cre-
ating multiple-choice questions (MCQs) [1, 4, 6, 9]. In computing
classrooms, learnersourcing is increasingly used for the creation of
programming exercises [3, 7]. In our recent prior work, we intro-
duced a system for crowdsourcing SQL exercises [5], which to the
best of our knowledge is the first such system.

One concrete goal of learnersourcing systems is to create a vast
repository of exercises that could complement or even replace
instructor-created exercises. An important question related to this
is whether student-created exercises cover all the course topics,
which would be necessary to allow students to practice all learn-
ing objectives of the course. Prior work has studied the coverage
of course topics of learnersourced MCQs and found that student-
created exercises did cover all course topics [2].

In this work-in-progress paper, we report preliminary results
related to how well learnersourced SQL exercises cover different
SQL concepts. Our goal is to examine whether – by using mostly
learnersourced exercises – students will get to practice the concepts
they are expected to learn during the course.

2 TOOL AND CONTEXT
2.1 SQL Trainer
SQL Trainer is a learnersourcing system for practicing SQL queries
[5]. When using the system, a student is presented with a list of
topics in the order of appearance in the course material. Students
can choose to either create exercises or practice a specific topic. If
the student chooses to create an exercise for a particular topic, the
system will ask which database the student wishes to use (selection
is made from a pre-defined list of databases created by the course
instructor). The student is then required to give a name for the
exercise, an exercise description, and a sample solution for that
exercise. Once the exercise is completed, it is added to the pool of
exercises for that topic. If the student chooses to practice a topic,
they will be given a randomly selected exercise that they have not
completed yet from the pool of created exercises.

A more detailed description of SQL Trainer and its usage, as well
as the description of the teacher view, is presented in [5].

2.2 Context and Research Questions
For the present study, we use data collected from three introductory
database courses offered by the University of Helsinki, where SQL
trainer was used to support SQL practice. In the courses, SQL trainer
had 11 topics (briefly outlined in Table 1). Approximately 10% of
the course grade was based on completing at least four exercises
per course topic and creating at least a single exercise per course
topic. Students were free to complete and create more exercises
than required for the points, however.

Our research questions are as follows:
RQ1. Which topics do students create exercises for?
RQ2. How well do the exercises created by students cover the

course topics?
To answer research question 1 and 2, we partially replicate earlier

work by Denny et al. [2] and Purchase et al. [8] by studying to
what extent the exercises that students complete and create cover
the course topics. In particular, we study how many exercises are
created by students per course topic, and how the used SQL concepts
match the topics.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1: Topics

# Topic
1 Select from a table
2 Filter and order data from a single table
3 Select from multiple tables
4 Select from even more tables
5 Other types of joins
6 Adding and removing tables
7 Adding data to a database
8 Using update and delete
9 Using functions
10 Using group by and functions
11 Functions, group by, having, order

3.1 Created Exercises
In total, 1569 students entered the system. Out of these, a total of
1187 created at least one exercise of their own. In total, students
created 11247 exercises for 11 different instructor-defined topics.
The number of created exercises for each topic can be found in
Table 2 (topic number references listed in Table 1).

From Table 2, we can see that there is a clear downwards trend in
the number of created exercises per topic. One possible reason for
this is that the latter topics come later in the course and thus fewer
students actively participate at that point in the course. Another



Table 2: The number of exercises created per topic, 11247 in
total. Arranged in the order the topics appear in the course
material.

Topic Exercises created
1 1301 (11.6 %)
2 1205 (10.7 %)
3 1113 (9.9 %)
4 1048 (9.3 %)
5 666 (5.9 %)
6 1063 (9.5 %)
7 1047 (9.3 %)
8 1037 (9.2 %)
9 1028 (9.1 %)
10 948 (8.4 %)
11 879 (7.8 %)

potential explanation for the trend is that the latter topics are related
to somewhat more difficult topics and thus students might not be
as inclined to create exercises for those. One clear outlier is topic 5,
which was related to “other types of joins”. Why this topic elicited
fewer learnersourced exercises requires further research.

3.2 Topic Coverage

Figure 1: The number of SQL concepts used per topic. Color
legend: concept used in over 80 % of the created exercises in
dark blue, over 40 % light blue, over 10 % yellow, under 10 %
gray, and 0 occurrences white.

Figure 1 presents the most common SQL concepts for each topic
(topic number references listed in Table 1). Only concepts that were
relatively common (occurred in over 10% of created exercises in
at least a single topic) are included. In the vast majority of cases,
students are able to identify relevant concepts for the topic, and
utilize them when creating an exercise.

Interestingly, based on the SQL concepts used in topic 5, stu-
dents seem to majorly prefer creating exercises related to left joins
compared to right or inner joins (which occurred rarely enough
that they were not included in the figure). Similarly, for topic 6, we
can see that students are more inclined to create exercises related
to creating tables than dropping tables.

3.3 Future Work
Altogether, these preliminary results support the use of learner-
sourcing for creating a large exercise pool with a good coverage of
course topics. This provides the opportunity for students to practice
a wide variety of SQL concepts using the learnersourced exercises.
In our future work, we are interested in extending this research to
similarly examine how much students practice the different con-
cepts using the system. In addition, we are keen to study whether
the exercises created by students cover varying levels of difficulty
and if the exercises are effective. Lastly, we are exploring whether
there are differences between demographic groups in to what extent
they participate in learnersourcing activities.
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